
VIRTUAL MUSEUM OF

COUNT MINUTOLI

Weekly transmission 352018 presents:

Alexander von Minutoli was born into a family of adventurers II
Alexander was the founder of the world's first arts and crafts museum III
How to share credit for a photograph between conceptor and assistant operators ? IV
Weekly Drawing by Théophile Bouchet: “Alexander von Minutoli and his collections” VI
Examples for Craftsmen, 7 chosen Minutoli salt paper prints 1-7

Previous transmissions can be found at:  www.plantureux.fr
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The e-bulletins present articles as well as selections of  books, albums, 
photographs and documents as they have been handed down to the 

actual owners by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.

N°35-2018. VIRTUAL MUSEUM OF COUNT MINUTOLI

Alexander von Minutoli (1806-1887) was born into a family of  adventurers
His father, Heinrich Menu von Minutoli (1772-1846) was an explorer and archaeologist. His collections
— the part which was not lost in a 1821 shipwreck — were purchased by the king of  Prussia and
formed the foundation of  the Egyptian Museum in Berlin. 

His mother-in-law, Wolfradine von Schulenburg (1794-1868), was a famous Egyptologist who wrote
her travel books in French language: Mes Souvenirs D'Égypte, Paris, Nepveu, 1826.

His elder brother, Adolph von Minutoli (1802-1848) was court marshal of  Duke Bernhard II of
Meiningen and died a few hours after a rifle shot by his lackey's friend from an ambush.

His puin brother Julius von Minutoli (1804-1860), was the liberal Berlin chief  of  police in 1848,
and a scientist, establishing the Bamberg Naturalienkabinett (now the Naturkundemuseum) and later
Prussian consul general for Spain and Portugal and to the Qajar court in Persia. 
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Weekly Transmission 35 III Thursday 27  September 2018            .

Alexander was the founder of  the world's first arts and crafts museum

Baron Alexander von Minutoli (1806-1887) was the creator of  one of  the very first
decorative arts museums in Europe, the first of  the nineteenth century, a precursor of
the Victoria and Albert Museum in London and the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris,
and made extensive use of  photography to spread taste and knowledge.

In 1839, the same year that photography was invented, the Prussian ministry sent him
to Liegnitz (now Legnica, Poland) to develop local crafts in a period of  economic crisis.
Having inherited from his father a passion for art history and collecting, Minutoli had
brought back many decorative art objects from his travels. In order to stimulate industry
by example and restore the lost unity of  art and crafts, he created a new kind of  museum;
no art museum or curiosity cabinet, but a collection of  models of  the best in decorative
arts since antiquity, organized by materials and periods. In 1845, the King of  Prussia
granted him the use of  about ten rooms in Liegnitz Castle to display the objects.
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Minutoli wanted to address a national, even international audience. He therefore
developed a system for lending the original works and antiques to Prussian schools of
applied arts. This caused some damage. Minutoli then imagined a loan of  watercolours;
then, of  daguerreotypes (the photographer Louis Birk produced a few dozen plates for
him). The Crystal Palace Exhibition, held in London in 1851, gave him the opportunity
to present them to the world.

But these were fragile, and as soon as the collodion process was invented, Minutoli took
up this major innovation. In 1853, he hired a 23-year-old young man from Liegnitz's
school of  applied arts, Ludwig Belitski. 

Using an ingenious splash system and a 9-foot (2.74-metre) Dollond telescope, Minutoli
and Belitski made up a corpus of  more than 150 photographs on salted paper. 

Presented at the 1855 Paris Universal Exhibition, it opened with a lithographed title page:
"Models for craftsmen and manufacturers from the collection of  the Minutoli Institute for the Improvement
of  Trade and the Promotion of  the Arts in Liegnitz".

Piast Castle in Legnica : 

“It is one of  the oldest castles of  the country.
It was erected at the beginning of  13th

century by Prince Henryk Brodaty (Henry
the Bearded). Then it was rebuilt in Gothic
style. In the 1530s the castle was
modernised as a Renaissance residence, and
again in 1835 it received a neoclassical look.
In the middle of  the courtyard there is a glass
pavillion where are the foundations of  the
13th-century Romanesque Castle Chapel.
In recent years Legnica has been frequently
used as a film set for the following films as
a result of  its well preserved German-built
old town, proximity to Germany and low
costs.” (Wikipedia)
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How to share credit for a photograph between conceptor and assistant operators ?

Minutoli’s very spectacular
compositions, with skilful lighting of
ceramics or glasses on a black
background, and a frontal photograph
of  objects aligned on shelves, resonate
directly with the photos published by
Henry Fox Talbot in The Pencil of  Nature
(1844); and with Les Coquillages,
Daguerre's photograph dating back to
1839 (Musée des Arts et Métiers). 

Its disordered heaps of  ancient fragments are also among the masterpieces of  the glorious
times of  photography.

Then comes a painful question, how to describe in the 21st century these photographic
compositions? by attributing them as did the period critic Ernest Lacan to Count
Minutoli, designer of  the artwork realized with a learned installation? or rather, as did
the cataloguers and accountants of  the 20th century who wish to favour the operators,
supposed authors of  negatives, to his assistant operator Ludwig Belitski?

But then in the latter case,
what remains of  credit to
Daguerre, who took time to
know how to operate the
process to which we had
agreed to give his name? Why
not return the credit to Eugène
Hubert? 

How to divide the Pencil of
Nature's prints between WHF
Talbot and its talented
assistant Nicolaas Henneman?
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Alexander von Minutoli (1806-1887) assisted by Ludwig Belitski (1830–1902) 
Patterns of  Glass, Examples for Craftsmen, Liegnitz (Legnica), 1854

Salt paper print from a collodion on glass negative, 231x188 mm, dry Minutoli collection stamp, strong tonality.
3500
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Alexander von Minutoli (1806-1887) assisted by Ludwig Belitski (1830–1902) 
Patterns of  Glass, Examples for Craftsmen, Liegnitz (Legnica), 1854

Salt paper print from a collodion on glass negative, 169x218 mm,dry Minutoli heraldic stamp, strong tonality.
3000
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Alexander von Minutoli (1806-1887) assisted by Ludwig Belitski (1830–1902) 
Patterns of  Glass, Examples for Craftsmen, Liegnitz (Legnica), 1854

Salt paper print from a collodion on glass negative, 174x220 mm, dry Minutoli heraldic stamp, strong tonality
3000
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Alexander von Minutoli (1806-1887) assisted by Ludwig Belitski (1830–1902) 
Patterns of  Glass, Examples for Craftsmen, Liegnitz (Legnica), 1854

Salt paper print from a collodion on glass negative, 233x188 mm, dry Minutoli collection stamp, strong tonality.
2500
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Alexander von Minutoli (1806-1887) assisted by Ludwig Belitski (1830–1902) 
Patterns of  Glass, Examples for Craftsmen, Liegnitz (Legnica), 1854

Salt paper print from a collodion on glass negative, 221x168 mm, dry heraldic stamp, strong tonality
3000
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Alexander von Minutoli (1806-1887) assisted by Ludwig Belitski (1830–1902) 
Patterns of  Glass, Examples for Craftsmen, Liegnitz (Legnica), 1854

Salt paper print from a collodion on glass negative, 175x215 mm, dry Minutoli heraldic stamp, strong tonality.
3000
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Alexander von Minutoli (1806-1887) assisted by Ludwig Belitski (1830–1902) 
Patterns of  Glass, Examples for Craftsmen, Liegnitz (Legnica), 1854

Salt paper print from a collodion on glass negative, 230x178 mm, dry Minutoli heraldic stamp, strong tonality.
3000



Serge Plantureux
Expertises et investigations

80 rue Taitbout F-75009 Paris 

Number 32nd of the Weekly Transmission has been 
uploaded on Thursday 23rd August 2018 at 15:15 (Paris time)

Forthcoming upload and transmission on  Thursday 30th August 2018, 15:15

expertises@plantureux.fr   


